**CLASSIFICATION**

- Site No 43
- Location Assumption Place
- Size 0.62 ha
- Ownership Not known
- Planning Status/Zoning Residential
- Objective/Designation General open space

---

**LOCATION MAP**

---

**DESCRIPTION**

- **Landscape Type**
  - Formal, soft landscape in residential area

- **Facilities**
  - None

- **Effectiveness**
  - High pedestrian accessibility
  - Low usage and low contribution to city form.

- **Safety**
  - Area enclosed by wall. No surveillance and not overlooked by houses.

---

**QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS**

- Low visual amenity. Low usage and function. High definition of boundaries (wall) - good quality

---

**POTENTIAL AND OPPORTUNITY**

- Potential to enhance area, visually by tree and shrub planting around perimeter, and in terms of use, as a sports pitch or recreation space. Potential connections with adjacent formal sports facility.
- Local open space: Improve and reinforce

---
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